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destroyed, and new opinions have not yet been formed, a period of 
doubt, of terror, and of darkness, when the voice of the dogmatist 
has not lost its power, and the phantoms of the past still hover over 
the mind. It is in this season of transition that the temptations to 
stifle reason possess a fearful power. It is when contrasting the 
tianquillity of past assurance with the feverish paroxysms that 
accompany inquiry, that the mind is most likely to abandon the 
path of truth. It is so much easier to assume than to prove; it 
is so much less painful to believe than to doubt; there is such a 
charm in the repose of prejudice, when no discordant voice jars upon 
the harmony of belief; there is such a thrilling pang when cherished 
dreams are scattered, and old creeds abandoned, that it is not sur- 
prising that men should close their eyes to the unwelcome light. 
Hence the tenacity exhibited by systems that have long since been 
disproved. Hence the oscillation and timidity that characterise the 
research of most, and the indifference to truth and the worship of 
expediency that cloud the fair promise of not a few. . . . He who, 
believing that the search for truth can never be offensive to the God 
of truth, pursues his way with an unswerving energy, may not un- 
reasonably hope that he may assist others in their struggle towards 
the light, and may in some small degree contribute to that consum- 
mation when the professed belief shall have been adjusted to the 
requirements of the age, when the old tyranny shall have been broken, 
and the anarchy of transition shall have passed away." 

PREHISTORIC ANNALS OF SCOTLAND.* 

The annals of a country are the facts which successive generations 
have left on record of their origin, growth, and progress. Setting 
aside all that is legendary and fabulous, we may state that the facts 
are strictly of two kinds; those which are written on perishable ma- 

tcrials, and those which are engraved, as it were, on the more durable 
monuments of stone and metal, hidden it may be within the bosom of 

the earth. The former are easily decyphered, and the writers being 
contemporary with the events they record, their statements are ac- 

cepted on authority, and justly assume the name of history; whilst 
the latter, obscure in language, dark in symbolism, and without an 

interpreter, stand outside the sacred pale, and are condemned to the 

regions of the unknown. But the advance of science, continually en- 

larging the bounds of knowledge, reclaims from time to time portions 
of this terra incognita, and raises thereupon structures which history 

* Prehistoric Annals of Scotlanrl. By Daniel Wilson, LL.D. '2 vols. 2nd 
edition. Plates and Wootlcuts. Macmillau : 1805. 
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may consecrate for her uses. Thus by the labours of a Young, a 
Champollion, a Rawlinson, have the monuments of Egypt and Persia 
been made to speak an intelligible language, and give evidence of 
facts that had lain for ages shrouded in mystery; the geologist has 
unsealed the pages of the great book of nature, and interpreted those 

mysterious symbols which tell of mighty wonders undreamed of by a 
former age ; and the archeeologist, although his pursuits have often 
met with diseouragonent and contempt, strives to penetrate the 
obscurity of time, and discover the secret links that connect the pre? 
sent with the past. Imbued with this spirit, Professor Wilson ap- 
proaches the " Prehistoric Annals of Scotland," endeavouring to 
effect for her what the researches of Eschricht, Nilsson, Retzius, and 
others, have done for Scandinavia; by a patient and rigorous investi- 

gation of the traces of her primitive inhabitants, to establish her an? 

thropology on a basis of pure induction. The result is fatal to some 
of the theories and opinions that had held orthodox sway in the 

arehaaological world; for it is shown that the Celtae were not the sole 

primitive colonists of Britain, but were preceded by two or three 
human stratifications, whose existence, truly prehistoric in relation 
to contemporary evidence, may yet be attested by the memorials that 
are hoarded in her faithful soil. In the classification of his subjects, 
the author adopts the system of Thomsen in dividing the primaeval 
sera into the stone, bronze, and iron periods; more applicable, per? 
haps, to Northern than British antiquities, still with a due regard to 
cautious application and necessary modification, affording the best 
clue to chronological arrangement of any yet proposed. 

The earliest indications of the existence of man are found in con- 
nexion with fossil remains of animals whose forms belongto an extinct 
fauna; like them, he appears to belong to a palceozoic era, the date 
of which is at present conjectural, but is vastly beyond that which is 

currently assigned to the human genesis. Geologists refer us to 

postpliocene strata, and the author candklly confesses that "estima- 
tions formed as to the succession of races, the progress of arts, and 
the duration of time, since man's presence in Scotland, which were 
advanced as deductions from imperfect evidence, in the former edition 
of this work, have already become obsolete in the view of interpreta- 
tions based on geological calculations of the apparent lapse of time." 
The picture drawn by him of the condition of the country at the era 
of its primeval occupation is as follovvs : 

" A continuous range of enormous forests covered nearly the whole 
face of the country. Yast herds of wild cattle, of gigantic proportions 
and fierce aspect, roamed through the chase; while its thickets and 
caves were occupied by carnivora preying on the herbivorous a,nimals, 
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and little likely to hold in dread the armed savage who intruded on 
their lair. . . Upon this singular arena archseology informs us that the 
primeval Briton entered, unprovided with any of those appliances 
with which the arts of civilisation arm man against such obstacles. 
Intellectually, he appears to have been in nearly the lowest stage to 
which an intelligent being can sink. Morally, he was the slave of 
superstitions. . . . Physically, he differed little in stature from the mo? 
dern inheritors of the same soil. . . . His cerebral development was 
poor," etc. 

Very remote traces of the aboriginal inhabitant of Scotland are seen 
in the canoes and boats hollowed out of the trunk of an oak, many of 
which have been brought to light in various lochs ; in the Carse of 

Falkirk; and particularly during the process of reclaiming the Blair- 
Drummond moss, where cetacean remains with rude harpoons of cleer's 
horn, an oaken quern, and flint arrow heads, were found at a level of 

fully twenty feet above the highest tide level of the Forth ; manifestly 
showing that great geological changes must have taken place, and an 
immense interval of time elapsed, since those deposits were made. 
There was " the slow silting up of the estuary preceding or accompa- 
nying the upheaval of the original bed of the sca, with the imbedded 
skeletons of Balsense, and the evidence of the contemporaneous pre? 
sence of man; nor was it till the bed of the ancient estuary had been 

spread out as carse land, channelled by the winding Forth, that the 
Roman legionaries left their footprints on its soil." 

Scotland is rich in tumuli, some of which differ from those met with 
in England; the most numerous are the stone cairns which often en- 
close megalithic cists and galleries, similar to those of the chambered 
barrows, which are the most primitive, it would seem, of all the modes 
of sepulture. Then there is the cromlech with its Druid altar, fanci- 

fully so called; and simple inhumation without a superimposed 
mound. The practice of cremation and urn-burial was probably not 
introduced until the end of the stone period, but this is a point for 
further elucidation. With regard to cromlechs, the author observes, 
" We have no evidence that these are Celtic monuments; the ten? 

dency of present researches rather leads to the conclusion that they are 
not, but that they are the work of an elder race, of whose language 
we have little reason to believe any relic has survived to our day." 
Changes in sepulchral rites are most probably connected with changes 
of population. The dwelling places of this primitive people afford 
further evidence of the remoteness of the period in which they lived. 
Some of these, now consisting merely of rough oval pavings of stone, 
are found beneath eight or ten feet of moss resting on alluvium of 

gravel and sand, and seemingly " point to an era greatly more remote 
than that of the Sicilian historian or the Roman Coesar." The most 
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singular and interesting class of objects of this kind is the " Wheems," 
subterranean dwellings or earth houses, from the Gaelic uamha, a 
cave, which are found in various parts of the Highlands, and are 
aimost as numerous as the cairns. They are vaulted chambers con? 
structed of large unhewn blocks of stone, which are made to overlap 
in an arched fashion to form the roof, like the cyclopean structures of 
Greece and temples of Mexico. They agree with the description 
Tacitus gives of the winter dwellings of the Germanic people. Within 
them are found ashes, bones, shells, querns, and sometimes stone 
celts and bronze weapons. In one remarkable instance in Orkney, 
implements of stone, horn, bone, bronze, and iron, were found associ? 
ated with a large drinking cup made of a whale's vertebra ! A sin? 

gular fact connected with these cave dwellings is, that in general 
there is no indication whatever on the surface of the ground 
of what is underneath. In this particular they differ from what are 
termed Picts' houses, which are also chambered stone dwellings, but 
constructed on the level of the soil, yet so covered as to appear like a 
tumulus. There is a considerable resemblance between these curious 
structures and the chambered tumuli, yet sufficient differences between 
them to prove that they were intended for distinct purposes. These 
tumuli may be denominated catacombs. A remarkable one of the 
kind, discovered in the island of Barra, was found to consist of a 
central compartment ancl seven other distinct chambers, each sepa? 
rated by a large flagstone, and containing skeletons of men ancl dogs. 
The crania were described as presenting the Esquimaux type, short 
and broad. 

Monoliths are seen in nearly every parish of Scotland, the original 
purpose of which is not very clear, but may have been stones of me? 
morial or hoar stones. The cat stones, as they are called from the 
Gaelic cath, battle, probably mark the site of ancient battle fields. 
The bauta-stein of Nor way and Denmark corresponds to them. Per? 
forated monoliths are curious exarnples of this class. The stone of 
Odin near the Loch of Stennis was one to which a superstitious re- 
verence clung even to comparatively modern times, for it was the 
custom for parties to ratify an agreement or contract by joining their 
hands through the perforation, and a contract so ratified was deemed 
inviolable, as made with Odin himself. 

Second only to the temple of Avebury, in Wiltshire, are the stones 
of Stennis ; circles of rude unhewn monoliths, popularly known as 
Druiclical circles, a convenient phrase to cloak our ignorance of their 
real significance. But the groups of stones in Scotland are not all 
circular; there are also ovals, ellipses, semicircles, concentric ancl 
even cruciform groups. This variety of arrangement might imply 
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differences of creed, of age, or of purpose, on the part of their primi? 
tive builders. The cruciform group of Callernish in the Lewis seems 
to have been planned on astronomical principles, and it must have 
been at a very remote period, for late researches have determined 
that the stones had been founded on the boulder clay which is here 
covered by five or six feet of peat moss.* 

The essential characteristics of the stone period, as the author ob? 
serves, are embodied in its weapons and implements marking alike 
in material and workmanship the primitive state of man, whether 

existing in the Pacific Islands, or in the pre-historic era. Hoards of 
flint flakes are found deposited with skeletons and cinerary urns, the 
material of arrow-heads, lances, and knives. But the flint instruments 
of barrows may be distinguished from those of the drift. The latter 
are larger and ruder, " and suggest the idea of their fabrication by a 
race endowed with great physical strength, but of inferior and indeed 
infantine skill". The most peculiar stone instrument occasionally 
found in Scotland is what is termed a " flail-stone", a cylindrical 
stone, eight or nine inches in length and four inches in diameter, per- 
forated at one end, by which it is supposed to have been fastened to 
a haft by means of a thong, like a flail. Some of the North American 
tribes used weapons somewhat similar. Gradations in skill may be 
traced in the fabrication of these rude instruments; the labour and 

ingenuity displayed in polishing and perforating some of them impress 
us greatly. But there are some spherical stones found that are not 

only polished but ornamented with various patterns. These may have 

possessed a talismanic virtue; such, indeed, was the reputecl property 
of the Ardvoirlich stone in its silver setting, resorted to for the cure 
of disease in very recent years. Weapons of horn and bone are like? 
wise found in cairns ancl barrows of this period. 

Of domestic utensils : paterae of stone and lamps, such as are still 
in use in the Feroe Islands are often found in the so-called Druidical 
circles in Scotland. Querns abound. Of personal ornaments : beads 
of jet and bituminous shale or cannel coal, of glass ancl pebble are 
common. From the previous data the author infers that " the first 

appearance of man as a colonist of the British Islands dates back to a 

period compared with which the earliest authentic data belong to re? 
cent times. History, indeed, only deals with the mysterious obscuri- 
ties of Britain's dawn as the ante-Christian period clraws to its close; 
and even then with such partial and uncertain glimpses, that far more 
is left to conjecture than all which it reveals. . . . We have an inter- 

* It is a noteworthy fact, that many kinds of monuments of the Stone period 
found in Scothmd, are common throughout the south of India on mountain 
ranges, and in wild ancl sequestered chstricts. 
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val . . . at the lowest computation exceeding by thousands of year* 
Britain's chronicled era." But how and by whom was this vast in- 
terval peopled ? We must interrogate the tomb, and there seek what 
information may be obtained in respect to its primitive and successive 

occupants. Will the fragile mouldering skull tell us of the warrior's 
race ? What do we find ? The most ancient type of skull disinterred 
from the sepulchral chambers of British tumuli is the elongated, kum- 

becephalic or boat-shaped skull. To this longheaded race succeeded 

apparently one of the short or brachycephalic form of skull. The 
former have been obtained from the megalithic chambered barrows 
and cairns of Scotland and long barrows of the southern counties of 

England to the borders of Scotland, indicating the extensive prevalence 
of a primitive indigenous race. In a few long barrows skulls of the 
latter have been found in association with those of the former type, 
as in Peru, and under circumstances suggestive of the idea of slaves 
or captives slain in funeral rites. The brachycephalic type becomes 

predominant in earthbarrows of the centuries immediately preceding 
the Romano-British era, in the northern and southern parts of Eng? 
land. This was an Allophylian, perhaps a Turanian race. But crania 
of the extant Celtic race in Wales, Ireland, and Scotland, differ from 
this the brachycephalic type of the ancient British. The true Celtic 

type is still a matter of doubt. The author is led to the conclusion 
that " the Celtae of Britain intruded on the second Allophylian or 

brachycephalic race, long prior to the dawn of definite history, intro- 

ducing among them the higher arts of the Aryan races." And so we 
arrive at the Archaic or bronze period. In the present state of our 

knowledge of the subject, it is an open question as to whether the 
use of metals and the art of metallurgy originated with the ancient 
British people, or whether they were of foreign introduction. There 
can be no doubt that Phcenician3 and Greek colonists were attracted 
to this country by its mineral wealth at a very early period, and if 

they did not teach the ancient Briton the art of smelting and alloying 
his metals, at all events they taught him their value as articles of 
traffic. It seems probable that unaided reason may have directed the 
Briton to the use of gold and copper, which are found in a native state 

pure; but that the art of alloying copper with tin, and of smelting the 
iron ore were most probably learned from intercourse with a race 
more advanced in civilisation than himself. Ornaments and weapons 
of pure copper have been found in Scotland ; a large copper axe of 
unusual form was found in 1822 at a depth of twenty-two feet in 
Ratho-bog, near Edinburgh. "It lay embedded at a depth of four 
feet in the blue clay, over which were deposited seven feet of sand 
and an accumulation of nine feet of moss." This seems to carry its anti- 
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quity back into a very remote era. Gold, which was formerly found 
more abundantly in Britain than it is now, may have also attracted 
the notice of the barbarian and yielded to his rude manipulation; 
nevertheless, the ring-money, armillte, and torcs, being articles of 
skilled workmanship, point to a foreign source of supply, though this 

may apply with greater force to the early than the later period of the 
bronze era. A pair of armillse of pure gold found in a rude urn in 
Banffshire, had been evidently made by simply hammering and 

bending into form, as they retain the rough marks of the tool upon 
them. 

The transition from the stone to the bronze era was in all proba- 
bility slow and gradual; but when the art of metallurgy was fully es- 
tablished, it would undoubtediy have the effect of producing a great 
social revolution, and change in the aspect of the country; but we 
believe that the primitive implements of the stone period were never 
entirely superseded and abandoned. The proofs of native working in 
metal are afforded by the numerous discoveries of celt, dagger, and 
sword moulds of stone, in which those weapons were east. The 
moulds, as well as the casts, evince a notable progression in art. 
" The rude chip-axe improves into the highly polished wedge and 
celt; this in its turn gives way to the sand-cast axe of copper, or to 
the hammered weapon moulded in the indented stone. The more use- 
ful bronze next displaces the too ductile copper, and the celt and 
spear-head follow, gracefully moulded into form in the double matrix 
of stone or metal." We omit to particularise the various kinds of 
weapons and implements which receive their appropriate illustration 
in this excellent work, with the exception of the leaf-shaped sword, 
which bears a general resemblance to that of Denmark, Gaul, Ger- 
many, Italy, and Greece, suggestive of the idea of an extensive inter- 
national intercourse; and we must remark on the smallness of its grip 
indicating the smallness of the hand that wielded it, which is charac- 
teristic of primitive races, but not of the Teuton. In the tumulus it 
has been found lying beside the urn, broken in two, as if the last 
honours paid to the defunct warrior had been to break his well-proved 
weapon, and lay it by his side, in proof that his work was done?his 
warfare accomplished. 

The early influence of artistic and sesthetic taste, such as it was, 
may be recognised in the fictile vessels of domestic and sepulchral use, 
many of them displaying a shape and ornamentation in which we may 
trace a notable advancement in art from the more primitive vases of 
coarse material, unartistic form, and undecorated exterior; from the 
hand-made, sun-dried urn to the mechanically moulded and kiln-dried 
vessel; all full of interest as examples of native-skill, and indications 
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of the development of an art, that had its origin in the necessities of 
nature, but received its improvement under the influence of the in- 
ventive and imitative faculties. There is often a great contrast seen 
between the rude cinerary urn and the character of its accompaniments, 
consisting of personal ornaments of gold, jet, or shale, in the shape of 
beads, armlets, or necklaces. These are often so highly wrought and 
manifest so much ingenuity, that the author is induced to think that 
the Ancient British were not ignorant of the use of the turning lathe, 
or of some equivalent to it, as well as the potters' wheel, although 
these appliances are generally referred to Rornan influence. The 
author observes, "while works of the Anglo-Roman period executed 
in shale, and with obvious traces of Roman art, are abundant, rings 
and armlets of polished shale occur even more frequently than the 
beads and necklaces of the same material among the contents of 
Scottish cairns and barrows, lying beyond the confines of Roman in? 

fluence, and where no traces of their arts and arms have been found." 
But may we not err in restricting those confines within too definite 

limits, and may not these very articles be the evidence required ? 
The "Druidical Adder-stones", which are beautifully formed and 

variegated glass beads, are unquestionable objects of extraneous 

manufacture, and the symbols possibly ofa wide-spread and common 

superstition. 
But it is time to ask who were this ancient people who, whether 

they originated amongst themselves, at all events practised the arts of 

metallurgy ; who were devoted to the practice of cremation in the 

disposal of their dead ; who enjoyed the distinction of a regular 
priesthood, who finally settled down from a nomade to an agricultural 
condition of life ? Surely they were not the painted savages whom 

history depicts. They were an offset from the great Celtic tree that 
had a European range, planted on this British soil a thousand years at 

least, it may be, before the Christian era, and which Csesar on his 
arrival found a hardy flourishing sapling, and withal more easy to bend 
than to break. They were in fact a people awaking, as it were, from 
a restless dream and emerging from the night of barbarism into the 
dawn of civilisation. As anthropologists we inquire, do their physical 
characteristics bear out the idea of their mental superiority to the 
races that preceded them ? What was the conformation of their 
crania? This is a question still sub judice. Has the practice of 
cremation rendered the data necessary for its solution more difficult of 
access than otherwise might be ? We invite the assistance of our 
brother antiquaries to the determination of this curious and important 
inquiry. 

We have now arrived at the iron portal that opens on the historic 
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era; and are prepared to enter upon the consideration of the second 
volume of this valuable work, which treats of the iron and early 
Christian periods. 

No invention has done so much to revolutionise the world in its 
social and political aspects, as the discovery of the method of utilising 
iron and applying it to the various requirements of civilisation. 

Though anterior to historical records, the period of its introduction 
marks an era that stands out in bold relief from the periods that pre? 
ceded it. It was the birth-time of those Arts which have required 
the lapse of two thousand years and more for their full development 
and maturity; a space of time that carries the mental vision a long 
way back into the vista of the past, and yet is but a portion of that 
unmeasured space that separates us from the age of stone, when art 
itself had hardly wakened into life. If the introduction of bronze 
marks a new era of human progress, still more does that of iron; it 
was an innovation on established customs, though the changes conse? 

quent on its presence were probably not much recognised at first, its 
introduction being of a gradual and transitional character ; but as the 

knowledge of its value and uses extended, an impulse would be given 
to barter and traffic, for we presume that Britain was indebted to 

foreign intercourse for the knowledge of the uses of this metal. Its 

rarity in a metallic form, and in that respeet differing from gold ancl 

copper, would necessarily keep the people in ignorance of its use, nor 
can we readily imagine that the method of smelting its ores was a 
result of unaided native ingenuity. It is probable that Britain was 
colonised at long intervals by three distinct families of the Celtic 
stock, the Gael, Cymri, ancl Belgae, each of whom would introcluce 

improved arts into his adopted country. It is well-known that the 
Teutons and Cimbri were familiar with the use of iron weapons long 
before the time of Csesar's invasion of Britain, ancl as there was in 
Caesar's time free intercourse between Gaul and Britain; and, as 
classical writers inform us that the bronze leaf-shaped sword had been 

long superseded in Gaul for the iron weapon, we may infer that 
similar changes had also taken place here. Tacitus describes the 
Caledonians as "a strong warlike nation, using large swords without 
a point, and targets, wherewith they artfully defended themselves 

against the Boman missiles". It is not so easy to say how the 
Teutons and Cimbri became possessed of their great secret, but we 
know that one at least of the earliest European sources of iron, as well 
as gold, was the country of the Norici, lying to the south of the 
Danube, the people who are said to have invented steel. Noric 
swords were as celebrated at Rome in the reign of Augustus, as 
Damascus blades or Andrea Ferraras in modern times. Another 
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source may have been Scandinavia, for it is remarkable that the stone 

period in Norway was apparently succeeded by that of iron without 
the intervention of the archaic or bronze period ; whence we may infer, 
perhaps, that her population possessed an earlier knowledge of the use 
of iron than did some other countries. Still all the legends of the 

country, and they are legion, point to an Asiatic origin for it, and 
Teutonic traditions place the forge of Wayland Smith somewhere in 
the Caucasus. Nevertheless Britain long preceded the Scandinavian 

regions in civilisation, "nor was it till she had been enervated alike 

by Roman luxury and by the intestine jealousies and rivalries of her 
later colonists, that Scandinavia, fresh in young barbarian vigour, 
made of her a spoil and prey." 

Whether iron was manufactured in Britain before the Roman in- 
vasion it is impossible to determine, though there seems to be pro- 
bability in the supposition that the Roman on his arrival found iron 
and lead works, as well as copper and tin. Tacitus refers to the 
metallic wealth of Britain; Pliny alludes to the smelting of iron; 
Solinus speaks of its use; Csesar found iron ring money in Britain. 
The Romans unquestionably gave an impulse to its manufacture. That 

they smelted the British iron ore there can be no possible doubt, for 
in Sussex and in Yorkshire the sites of their furnaces are known; 
even in Scotland, so far north as in Sutherland have the marks of 
ancient iron works been noticed. Islay was celebrated for its "Islay 
blades"; and Blair Atholl has its "Dail-na-Cardoch", the dale of the 
smith's shop; and "Dail-na-mein" the dale of the mineral. But 
these Highland traditions and memorials point to a knowledge of the 
art independent of Roman influence; for Scotland, unlike her sister 

England, did not receive the Roman as a civilising conqueror; her 
native tribes always resisted his occupation as an intrusion on her 
soil, and what he effected was chiefly of a military character and was 

comparatively of short duration and limited extent. The vallum and 
forts extending between the Forth and the Clyde, the work of Agri- 
cola and Antonine, were constructed for the defence of the newly- 
conquered territory which extended from the frontiers of England; 
beyond this, the Romans obtained no permanent footingin Caledonia. 
This territory they held for about seventy years only, yet during this 
brief period the rude Caledonian barbarians must have felt the silent 
influence of that superior civilisation which forsooth they would have 
driven from their soil. It is not necessary to dwell on the memorials 
of Roman occupation, as these have been fully treated on in works 
devoted to the subject. 

The museums of Glasgow and Edinburgh contain many altars and 

sepulchral tablets found chiefly in the line of Antonine's wall, mute 
VOL. III.?NO. XI. u 
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but faithful witnesses of facts and occurrences respecting which con- 

temporary writers are silent; such records are, therefore, truly " pre- 
historic", and demonstrate the value attached to such ancient monu- 
ments, and argue the necessity of their preservation; the information 
thus supplied is often more trustworthy than that which is derived 
from the pages of the annalist. 

The construction of strongholds for purposes of defence and pro- 
tection mark the progress of civilisation. From the scarped hill and 
small hill-forts of earth and loose stones, to the skilfully planned 
stronghold with its deep fossse and lofty encircling valla, is an 
advance in military strategy that may mark the progress of a nation 
from the stone to the bronze and iron periods. It is very difficult, 
however, to assign a date to these, as well as to other cognate struc- 
tures, the vitrified forts, the Pictish burghs, and the crannoges of the 
Scottish lakes, from some of which weapons of iron, as well as of 
bronze, horn and stone have been recovered. With regard to fictile 
ware, Roman influence seems to have had but little modifying effects 
on the productions of native Scottish arts, which retained their rude 
and primitive style until the Anglo-Saxon sera: not so with objects 
of a metallic nature, in which we may trace a notable improvement in 

workmanship and artistic design. The snake-like forms of many 
bronze armillaa and torcs may undoubtedly have caught the inspira- 
tion of Scandinavian art, but it has been too common an error to 
attribute all elegance or originality of design in ornaments of apersonal 
kind to Norway and Denmark. Such has been remarkably the case 
with the interlaced pattern, or "runic knot-work", which figures on 
metallic ornaments and on stone monuments, and which has been 
frequently referred to a Scandinavian origin without the slightest 
evidence. There is one class of relics consisting of fibulse, armillse, 
torcs and chains of silver which distinctly belongs to the period we 
are now considering. Valuable examples of such are to be seen in 
the Scottish Museum. 

There is nothing, perhaps, sufficiently characteristic to distinguish 
the sepulchres of this late Pagan sera previous to the introduction of 
Christianity from those of the periods that preceded it: but it is only 
in the last that remains of the war chariot and horse have been found. 
" It is only in this last period, when we have reason to believe that 
a new race of colonists had brought with them to the British Isles 
many novel arts and customs, that we clearly trace the evidence of 
the horse having been subdued to the service of the northern Briton, 
or find the relics of the war chariot among the contents of the tomb 
or beside the urn." The war chariot is of itself an evidence of skill 
and of progress in civilisation. The admixture of the Teutonic race 
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with the British Celtic and the inroads of the Roman legions con- 

spired, no doubt, to produce a great diversity in the later heathen 

sepulchral rites before they experienced a great and final revolution 

by the subversion of the ancient superstitions through the influence 
of a new and nobler faith. And this brings us to the Christian 

period, not strictly pre-historic, it is true, but dependent very much 
for its illustration on the monuments and works of art which belong 
to the traditional stage of its history. 

After the retreat of the Romans, North Britain was divided into 
the kingdoms of the Picts, and Dalriads or Scoti. Of the Irish deri- 
vation of the latter there can be no doubt: the migration took place 
about the beginning of the sixth century. With regard to the former 

people, after all the learning and controversy displayed on the ques? 
tion of their origin, the ignorance of monkish fable and extravagance 
of bardic legencl, the result seems to be that the Picts were simply 
the original native population common in part to Scotland and Ireland, 
and also to Wales. They composed the tribes that united under 

Galgacus to repel the Roman invasion, and occupied the country, 
perhaps, to the third century. The Dalriads or Scoti, supposed, not 
without reason, to have been of Iberian descent, and settled in Ireland, 
were an intrusive people, who, after a long struggle with the Cale- 
donian or Pictish tribes, succeeded at length in obtaining the supre- 
macy, and founded the little Scotic kingdom in what is now called 

Argyleshire. Close intimacy and intercourse subsisted between 
Scotland and Ireland, but the great fact with which we have to deal 
is the introduction of Christianity amongst the native tribes of Cale? 
donia, which occurred about the close of the fourth century. Of 
Ninian, Palladius, Colulnba, ancl other holy men ancl missionaries ; 
of Whithern and Iona, the seats of the earliest ecclesiastical edificcs 
in Scotland, we need not speak, as their history is sufficiently well 
known, but we must aclvert to the fact, admitted by northern anti? 

quaries, that Scotland and Ireland were Christianised centuries before 
Scandinavia. It was not until the ninth century that we find authentic 
traces of the Vikings on the Scottish shores, ancl then as pirates and 
marauders ; and it is impossible to doubt that "numerous ecclesiastical 
fraternities had been established on the mainland and surrounding 
islands long before the natives learned to watch the horizon for the 

plundering fleets of the Norse rovers." First coming as a plunderer, 
afterwards as a conqueror, the Norseman established a permanent 
footing in North Britain, ancl for two centuries at least he exerted a 
notable influence on the civilisation of its islands ancl highlands, pro? 
ducing a mixture of race the evidences of which are still apparent in 
the national character of the people of Scotland. 

u 2 
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We must now glance at a few of the existing memorials of this 

primitive Christian period, and first of the "sculptured standing stones". 
The " catt stone" near Edinburgh, one of which bears an inscription 
rudely carved in Roman characters, which has received various learned 

interpretations in connexion with its Celtic name of "Battle" stone, 
the last of which is epitomised in the title of an ingenious essay by 
Professor Simpson. " Is it not the tomb stone of the grandfather of 

Hengist and Horsa ?" We should be inclined to reply, as these are 
deemed by some to be mythological personages, the idea is rather a 

shadowy one. But the most remarkable monument of this class is 
the so-called Newton stone, bearing an inscription which has puzzled 
the brains of learned men of all time : it is Phcenician; it is Greek; 
it is barbarous Latin; it is neither the one nor the other, but the 

language is Hebrew and the characters are Buddhist! And the infe? 
rence drawn from this singular and ingenious discovery is, that a 
Buddhist colony, consisting of converted Hebrews, had visited the 
shores of Scotland as missionaries of the Buddhistic faith two or 
three centuries before the Christian sera, and erected this memorial 
to one of the brethren. Here is another nut for anthropologists to 
crack! 

But the sculptured stones of Scotland, with their Ogham and Runic 

inscriptions, mysterious syrnbols, and beautiful yet primitive designs, 
have received such ample illustration in the learned work of Mr. 

Stuart, of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and as on the ap? 
pearance of his forthcoming volume we propose to devote an article 
to this interesting topic, we shall not now dwell on that subject. 
It is a remarkable fact that by far the greater number of sculptured 
stones of the early Christian period are not found within the original 
limits of the Scotic kingdom, where Irish influence prevailed, but 
in the north districts between the Moray Frith and the Tay. They 
differ in certain peculiarities from similar monuments found in 

England, Wales, and Ireland; and also in Norway, Sweden, and 
Denmark, so that the theory of their Scandinavian origin must be 
abandoned, and although great obscurity involves both their date and 

origin, they must be deemed to be specimens of ancient art, peculiar 
to Scotland. The comparative isolation of Scotland was favourable 
to the development of a peculiar style resulting from the modification 
of primitive designs, and their retention to late periods, uninfluenced 

by the mediaeval styles of art of other countries. 
But Scoto-Scandinavian relics exist, in the shape of sculptured 

crosses and rune-stones in the Isle of Man, which was an integrant 
part of the Norse kingdom of North Britain ; and in brooches ancl 
other personal ornaments, and weapons disinterred from the graves 
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of Orkney and the Shetland Isles. One curious class of relics of 
this kind consists of bronze vessels made in the shape of monstrous 
or mythological animals, reminding one of specimens of fictile ware 
that have occasionally been found in England of analogous patterns. 

Nor is there any want of Anglo-Saxon remains in Scotland, which 
is not to be wondered at, considering that the kingdom of Northum- 
bria extended its northern boundary to the Forth. But the eastern 
shores of Scotland received their Teutonic immigrants prior even to 
the intrusion of the Northmen. The Teuton gradually acquired pre- 
clominance in the Scottish lowlands, where the Celtic race was never 

formally superseded as in England, but " merged into the Saxon by 
gradual and peaceful steps." Hence there is not that contrast be? 
tween the remains of the Anglo-Saxon and the older native race as 
is found in England. The remains of the Anglo-Saxon are chiefly of 
a later aera of Christian art, and are chiefly seen in ecclesiastical 
structures. There is, however, one celebrated relic, the Ruthwell 
cross, which is inscribed with Anglo-Saxon runes, and as the most 

important runic monument in Britain has excited great and deserving 
interest. 

To this also a Scandinavian origin had been assigned : but Mr. 
Kemble pointed out the Anglo-Saxon character of the inscription, 
which, by a curious coincidence, was proved to be a portion of an 

Anglo-Saxon poem of the ninth century, entitled the Dream of the 

Holy Rood. In reference to the discovery of some very curious spe? 
cimens of chessmen of this aera, in the Isle of Lewis, and which like 
other relics of ancient art have been erroneously attributed to Scan? 
dinavian influence, the author observes, " the farther we pursue this 

investigation into the history of primitive native art, we find the less 
reason to assign to it a foreign origin, or to adopt the improbable 
theory that the rude Scandinavian rovers brought with them from the 

pagan north new elements of civilisation and refinement to replace 
the Christian arts which they eradicate at the point of the sword." 
The author is justly jealous of the claims of his country to originality 
of conception and to the ingenuity displayed in embodying it in 
execution. 

With the exception of the round towers of Brechin and Abernethy, 
which are the counterparts of those of Ireland, and were undoubtedly 
built subsequently to the introduction of Christianity, and are pro- 
bably Culdee memorials of the eleventh or twelfth century, there is 

nothing to mark a distinction in the Romanesque style of archi? 
tecture of the churches of Scotland and England. The same style of 

building, instances of which are not rare in Scotland, exists in both 
countries. Some interesting specimens of early art have been reco- 
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vered in the small portable bell and crozier of the primitive bishop; 
and we must make special mention of the golden chalice of Iona, 
perhaps the most interesting ecclesiastical relic that Scotland pos- 
sessed, but which, alas ! is now no more. It was treasured for years 
by the Glengarry family, until it was presented some years since to 
the Roman Catholic Bishop of Glasgow. The sacristy of St. Mary's 
was broken into in 1845, and the golden chalice of Iona shared the 
fate of numerous other invaluable relics of ancient art. 

In his concluding remarks, the author, having alluded to the influ? 
ence of geographical conformation on the direction of the lines of 

primitive Asiatic migration into Europe, thus speculates,? 
" Of this comprehensive system of ante-historical research the 

archeeology of Scotland forms the merest fractional item. It is indis- 
pensable, however, for the integrity of the whole ; and as I believe 
that it is not at Babylon or Nimrud, but at the northern steppes of 
Asia that the primeeval history of the elder continent must be sought; 
so also it is not in the annals of Greece or Rome, or in the antiquities 
of the most ancient historical regions, modified by their arts and 
arms, but in Ireland, Scotland, in the Scandinavian countries, and in 
Switzerland that we may hope to recover the unadulterated first 
chapters of European history. The precise conclusions to which we 
have been led, in relation to Scottish archseology, are such as amply 
accord with this idea. The Celtae, we have seen reason to believe, 
are by no means to be regarded as the primal heirs of the land, but 
are on the contrary comparatively recent intruders. Ages before 
their migration into Europe, unknown Allophylian races had wan- 
dered to this remote island of the sea, and they in their turn gave 
place to later nomades, also destined to occupy it only for a time. Of 
those anti-historical nations archseology reveals the traces. Hitherto 
both the historian and the ethnologist have ascribed their remains to 
the later Celtae, the first historical race of Northern Europe, intro- 

ducing thereby confusion and cumulative error into all reasoning on 
their data. Those elements of history can only be rectified and pro- 
perly adjusted when the primitive archjjeology of the various coun? 
tries of Europe has been sifted and treated in detail." 

Much indeed remains to be learned, and much to be unlearned too, 
before we may arrive at any safe conclusions on the relations of the 
races who may be generically denominated " the ancient British" 

people. 
It is unnecessary to eulogise a work that has already received its 

meed of public approbation ; we must nevertheless remind our readers 

that this second edition appears in a different phase from its prede- 
cessor. In the author's own words, "The progress of antiquarian 

investigations, and the value they have acquired in recent years in 

relation to other studies, render the changes demanded in a second 

edition unusually extensive. I have accordingly availed myself of 
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the opportunity to remodel the whole. Fully a third of it has been 

entirely rewritten, and the remaining portions have undergone so 
minute a revision as to render it in many respects a new work." It 
is indeed a most valuable contribution to anthropological science; 
nearly always philosophical in spirit, generally accurate and pains- 
taking in details, it will do more to raise archaeology above the sneers 
and unmerited contempt of the intelligent part of the community 
than any work which has hitherto appeared on the subject; whilst 
to the scientific student of historical anthropology it commends itself at 
once by its obvious merits. The object of these studies is to draw aside 
that dark veil which at present hides the features of the pre-historic 
past from the fulness of our view; some glimpses indeed have been 

obtained, but we want more light; and even this is not a vain and hope- 
less aspiration whilst there are so many able, earnest, truth-seeking 
torch-bearers in the field. We watch and wait! 

BODICHON ON HUMANITY.* 

There are two classes of French books more interesting to scientific 
men than any others. These two classes are such as are crowned by 
the Institute (couronne par VInstitut), and such as are perseeuted by 
the Government. To the former class belongs, among many others, 
the famous History of Semitic Languages by Renan; to the latter, the 

work now before us. A book professing to treat at any measure of 

length, and with any degree of system, on so wide a field as humanity, 
must have on anthropologists peculiar claims, and be scrutinised by 
the students of that science with the closest attention, and allowed 

every meed of respeet possible to be bestowed upon it. But when 

such a work comes with the extra recommendation of governmental 

persecution, and is the work of a medical man in that great French 

colony now justly occupying the attention both of an emperor and of 

thousands of less prominent individuals?when it is printed in Algiers 

itself, and the course of its printing checked by departmental authori- 

ties, and finally emerges into the world in the free air of a Swiss ca? 

pital,?such a work, the writer opines, is more especially worthy of 

consideration at the hands of the lovers of science or of humanity. 

Though published twelve years since?and the worthy doctor is 

careful to inform us of the exact dates when the printing and publica- 

* De i'Humanite, par Bodichon, Docteur en Medecine a Alger. Geneve : 
1853, quarto, double columnB, pp. 176. 
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